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QUESTION 1

An agent runs every 300 seconds. You have been asked to update the agent so that it runs every Friday at 12:00 A.M. 

How do you modify the agent schedule to meet this requirement? 

A. Change the Periodic pattern to Recurring. Open the Parameters dialog and update the schedule 

B. Keep the Periodic pattern. In the Parameters dialog, update the schedule 

C. Change the Recurring pattern to Periodic and enter the Interval value 

D. Keep the Recurring pattern and update the Interval value 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

The following example shows the ruleset list for the logged-in operator. What is stored in the Admin@MyCo ruleset? 

A. Rules recently opened by the operator 

B. Preferences for the operator 

C. Rules checked out by the operator 

D. Rules delegated to the operator 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Multiple teams need to update the same application version during a development cycle. 

Which two actions do you perform so that the teams do not affect each other\\'s work? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a separate production ruleset for each team 

B. Create a new application for each team built on the base application 

C. Create a new ruleset version for the base application 

D. Create branches in each team\\'s application 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

You are updating a system of record using a flow rule by calling a SOAP connector from an Integrator shape. You want
to display an error message when the system of record is unavailable. 

How do you implement this requirement? 

A. Implement the logic in the data page\\'s response data transform 

B. Implement the logic in the connector\\'s error handler flow 

C. Customize the standard pxErrorHandlingTemplate data transform 

D. Use a transition condition in the activity step invoking the connector 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A flow action calls a pre-processing data transform to initiate values. There are several flow actions available for the
assignment. You want to make sure that the values are only initiated once for each flow action. 

How do you implement a solution? 

A. Do nothing. The pre-processing data transforms is only called once for each assignment 

B. Make sure that the flow action does not have the highest likelihood since it will always be invoked 

C. Configure the data transform as post-processing instead of pre-processing 

D. Add logic to the pre-processing data transform to test if values were already initiated 

Correct Answer: C 
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